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After  the  development  of  information  technology  in  finance  for  30  years,
the
mode  of  application  software  has  changed  from  single  to  network,  Business
 
processing developed from data calculation to the management of business
procedure,
saved  the  human  resources,  material  resources,  financial  resources  and
improved
efficiency  of  work.  However,  the  key  system  is  made  up  of  several
independent
systems, the information system appears “not unified, non-system”, caused the
low
degree  of  system  automation  and  information  sharing,  the  business  process
is  not
smooth.  Those  problems lead to the “information island”. The function of data
analysis  and  decision-support  is  weak  and  far  from  the  scientific  and
meticulous
management. So it is difficult to meet the demand of current reform and
development
in finance.
This  dissertation  introduces  the  present  situation  of  the  information
technology
and  the  effect  of  financial  service  platform  in  Wanan  county.  It  also
introduces  the














scientific methods to analyze the demand of financial business platform, do
research
on  index  management,  payment  management,  grants  management,
accounts
accounting  system  of  wages,  business  card,  reports  and  other  business
practices.
Based  on  the  system  analysis  and  in-depth  research,  with  the  actual
situation  of
Wanan .Base on the C /  S mode, we choose Oracle9i database management
systems
and  PowerBuilder  development  tools  to  design  business  platform  for  the
finance  of
Wanan  county,  and  develop  good  scalability  financial  services  platform  with
simple
operation,  easy  to  use,  friendly  interface,  which  helped  Wanan  Finance
Bureau
combine  the  budget  management  ,  fund  management,  payment  execution,
non-tax
collection,  accounts  processing,  financial  statement  analysis  and  other
financial
business  to  financial  service  platform  operated  by  "assembly  line"  type.  It
achieved
information sharing and  provided Wanan Finance Bureau with excellent
information
technology  platform  and  improves  the  efficiency  and  quality  of  management,
 
promoting  the  level  of  the  scientific  and  financial  management  in  the
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